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1. INTRODUCTION
w xHadamard's inequality states that if f : a, b ª R is convex, then
a q b 1 f a q f b .  .b
f F f t dt F . .H /2 b y a 2a
The first part of this result is subsumed under Jensen's inequality and its
many extensions. We shall be concerned with the second part, which is
much less represented in the literature.
w xRecall that a positive function f is log-con¨ex on a real interval a, b if
w x w xfor all x, y g a, b and l g 0, 1 we have
l 1ylf l x q 1 y l y F f x f y . 1.1 .  .  .  . .
If the reverse inequality holds, f is termed log-conca¨ e.
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 .Also the power mean M x, y; l of order r of positive numbers x, y isr
defined by
1rrr rl x q 1 y l y , if r / 0 . .
M x , y ; l s .r l 1yl x y , if r s 0.
 .In the special case l s 1r2 we contract this notation to M x, y .r
In view of the above, a natural generalizing concept is that of r-convex-
w x w xity. A positive function f is r-con¨ex on a, b if for all x, y g a, b and
w xl g 0, 1
f l x q 1 y l y F M f x , f y ; l . 1.2 .  .  .  . .  .r
Our definition of r-convexity naturally complements the concept of r-con-
 w x.ca¨ity, in which the inequality is reversed cf. Uhrin 7 and which plays an
important role in statistics. We have that 0-convex functions are simply
log-convex functions and 1-convex functions are ordinary convex functions.
For the latter the requirement that an r-convex function be positive clearly
can be relaxed.
Again in all of the above, we may take a real linear space X in place of
w xthe real line. The condition x, y g a, b then becomes x, y g U for U a
convex set in X.
We shall develop Hadamard-type inequalities for log-convex functions
 .  .in Section 2 and more generally for r-convex functions in Section 3 . It is
convenient to separate off the proof of the former special case as the
functional representations differ in points of detail from those of the
general case.
 .It will be convenient to invoke the logarithmic mean L x, y of two
positive numbers x, y, which is given by
x y y¡ , x / y~ ln x y ln yL x , y s . ¢x , x s y
and the generalized logarithmic means of order r of positive numbers x, y,
defined by
¡ rq1 rq1r x y y
? , r / 0,y1, x / yr rr q 1 x y y
x y y
, r s 0, x / y~L x , y s . ln x y ln yr
ln x y ln y
xy , r s y1, x / y
x y y¢x , x s y.
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Finally, in Section 4, we present generalizations of two recent results in
the literature, one for log-convex and the other for log-concave functions.
2. RESULTS FOR LOG-CONVEX FUNCTIONS
w xTHEOREM 2.1. Let f be a positi¨ e, log-con¨ex function on a, b . Then
1 b
f t dt F L f a , f b . .  .  . .Hb y a a
For f a positi¨ e log-conca¨ e function, the inequality is re¨ersed.
 .  .  .Proof. First suppose f a / f b . By 1.1 we have
b 1
f t dt s b y a f sb q 1 y s a ds .  .  . .H H
a 0




s b y a f a ds .  .H  5f a .0
1s
f b f b .  .
s b y a f a ln .  .  /  /f a f a .  .
0
f b y f a .  .
s b y a .
ln f b y ln f a .  .
s b y a L f a , f b . .  .  . .
 .  .For f a s f b , we have with the same development
b b
f t dt s b y a f sb q 1 y s a ds .  .  . .H H
a a
1 s 1ysF b y a f a f a ds .  .  .H
0
1
s b y a f a ds .  .H
0
s b y a f a .  .
s b y a L f a , f b . .  .  . .
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A similar proof gives the following generalization.
THEOREM 2.2. Let f be a positi¨ e, log-con¨ex function on a con¨ex set
U ; X, where X is a linear ¨ector space. Then for a, b g U,
1
f sa q 1 y s b ds F L f a , f b . .  .  . .  .H
0
Some tighter inequalities may be derived by way of corollaries to
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
w xCOROLLARY 2.1. Let f be a positi¨ e log-con¨ex function on a, b . Then
1 b
f t dt .Hb y a a
x y a L f a , f x q b y x L f x , f b .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
F min . 2.1 .
b y aw xxg a , b
If f is a positi¨ e log-conca¨ e function, then
1 b
f t dt .Hb y a a
x y a L f a , f x q b y x L f x , f b .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
G max . 2.2 .
b y aw xxg a , b
Proof. Let f be a positive log-convex function. Then by Theorem 2.1
we have that
xb b
f t dt s f t dt q f t dt .  .  .H H H
a a x
F x y a L f a , f x q b y x L f x , f b .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
w x  .  .for all x g a, b , whence 2.1 . Similarly we can prove 2.2 .
w xCOROLLARY 2.2. Let f be a positi¨ e log-con¨ex function on a, b . Then
n1 1 i y 1 ib
f t dt F L f a q b y a , f a q b y a . .  .  .H  /  / /b y a n n na is1
If f is a positi¨ e log-conca¨ e function, the inequality is re¨ersed.
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Proof. The result follows by applying Theorem 2.1 to the integrals on
the right in
n
b  .aqi bya rn
f t dt s f t dt. .  .H H
 . .a aq iy1 bya rnis1
 . w xCOROLLARY 2.3. a If f : a, b ª R is log-con¨ex, thenq
1 b
f t dt F M f a , f b , .  .  . .H 1r3b y a a
while, if f is log-conca¨ e, then
1 b ’f t dt G f a f b . 2.3 .  .  .  .Hb y a a
 .  .b If f : U ª R U ; X is log-con¨ex, then for a, b g U,q
1
f sa q 1 y s b ds F M f a f b , .  .  . .  .H 1r3
0
while if f is log-conca¨ e, then
1 ’f sa q 1 y s b ds G f a f b . .  .  . .H
0
 .Proof. Part a follows from Theorem 2.1 and the inequalities
G a, b F L a, b F M a, b .  .  .1r3
 w x.  .for logarithmic means cf. 3, 5, 6 . Part b follows similarly from Theo-
rem 2.2.
3. INEQUALITIES OF HADAMARD TYPE FOR
r-CONVEX FUNCTIONS
w xTHEOREM 3.1. Suppose f is a positi¨ e r-con¨ex function on a, b . Then
1 b
f t dt F L f a , f b . .  .  . .H rb y a a
If f is a positi¨ e r-conca¨e function, then the inequality is re¨ersed.
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Proof. The case r s 0 has been dealt with as Theorem 2.1. Suppose
 .  .  .that r / 0, y1. First assume that f a / f b . By 1.2 we have
b 1
f t dt s b y a f sb q 1 y s a ds .  .  . .H H
a 0
1 1rrr rF b y a sf b q 1 y s f a ds 4 .  .  .  .H
0
r t1r r dt .f bs b y a .H r rr f b y f a .  . .f a
r f rq1 b y f rq1 a .  .
s b y a . r rr q 1 f b y f a .  .
s b y a L f a , f b . .  .  . .r
 .  .For f a s f b , we have similarly
b 1 1rrr rf t dt F b y a sf a q 1 y s f a ds 4 .  .  .  .  .H H
a 0
s b y a f a .  .
s b y a L f a , f a . .  .  . .r
 .  .Finally, let r s y1. For f a / f b we have again
b 1 y1y1 y1f t dt F b y a sf b y 1 y s f a ds 4 .  .  .  .  .H H
a 0
b y a  .1rf b y1s t dtH1rf b y 1rf a .  .  .1rf a
b y a 1 1
s ln y ln /1rf b y 1rf a f b f a .  .  .  .
ln f a y ln f b .  .
s b y a f a f b .  .  .
f a y f b .  .
s b y a L f a , f b . .  .  . .y1
 .  .The proof when f a s f b is similar.
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4. ON SOME INEQUALITIES OF FINK, MOND, AND
Ï ÂPECARIC
w xRecently Fink 2 showed that
p p t f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ .  .1
f x q ¨t cos dt F 4.1 .  .H4 2 2y1
for a positive, log-convex function f. He gave also a reverse and rather
more complicated inequality for positive, log-concave functions. Mond and
w xPecaric 4 established the inequalityÏ Â
p p t1 ’f x q ¨t cos dt G f x q ¨ f x y ¨ 4.2 .  .  .  .H4 2y1
for a positive, log-concave function.
We now consider some generalizations of these inequalities. We shall
w xinvoke a useful result due to Fejer 1 .Â
w x w xLEMMA 4.1. Let f : a, b ª R be a con¨ex function and p: a, b ª R a
positi¨ e, integrable function such that
1
p a q t s p b y t , 0 F t F b y a . .  .  .
2
Then
a q b H b p t f t dt f a q f b .  .  .  .a
f F F .b /2 2H p t dt .a
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a nonnegati¨ e, integrable, e¨en function.
 .a If f is a positi¨ e log-con¨ex function, then
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ .  .  .  .y1 F . 4.3 .1 2H p t dt .y1
 .b If f is a positi¨ e, log-conca¨ e function, then
1H f x q ¨t p t dt .  .y1 ’G f x q ¨ f x y ¨ . 4.4 .  .  .1H p t dt .y1
 .Proof. a Since f is log-convex, we have
 .  .1qt r2 1yt r2f x q t¨ F f x q ¨ f x y ¨ y1 F t F 1 . 4.5 .  .  .  .  .
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  .  ..1r2Set B s f x q ¨ rf x y ¨ . Then integration yields
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt H1 p t Bt dt .  .  .y1 y11r2F f x q ¨ f x y ¨ . 4.6 .  .  . .1 1H p t dt H p t dt .  .y1 y1
Since the map: t ª Bt is convex and p satisfies
p y1 q t s p 1 y t , .  .
we can apply Lemma 4.1 to derive
H1 p t Bt dt B q By1 .y1
1 F F . 4.7 .1 2H p t dt .y1
 .By the second inequality, 4.6 becomes
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt B q By1 .  .y1 1r2F f x q ¨ f x y ¨ .  . .1 2H p t dt .y1
f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ .  .
s
2
 .and we have 4.3 .
 .  .  .b If f is log-concave, the inequality in 4.5 and so also 4.6 is
 .  .reversed. The first inequality in 4.7 gives 4.4 at once.
 .  .Remark 4.1. Inequality 4.4 is a weighted generalization of 2.3 .
Remark 4.2. Let f be a positive log-convex function. Then it is also
 .convex, so using Lemma 4.1 we have 4.3 . That is, we have
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ .  .  .  .y1
f x F F . . 1 2H p t dt .y1
 .Thus we see that 4.1 follows from Fejer's generalization of the HadamardÂ
 .inequality. Inequality 4.2 does not appear to follow in this way.
By the same argument, we have the following result.
THEOREM 4.2. Let p be a nonnegati¨ e, integrable, e¨en function and U a
con¨ex set from a linear ¨ector space X. Suppose x q ¨ , x y ¨ g U and
 .x, ¨ g X. If f is a positi¨ e, log-con¨ex function, then 4.3 holds, while if f is a
 .positi¨ e, log-conca¨ e function then 4.4 holds.
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THEOREM 4.3. Let p be as in Theorem 4.1 and f a positi¨ e function.
 .a Suppose f is r-con¨ex. Then if r F 1,
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ .  .  .  .y1 F , 4.8 .1 2H p t dt .y1
while if r G 1
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt .  .y1 F M f x q ¨ , f x y ¨ . 4.9 .  .  . .r1H p t dt .y1
 .  .b Suppose f is r-conca¨e. Then if r F 1, 4.9 holds with the inequality
 .re¨ersed. If r G 1, then the inequality in 4.8 is re¨ersed.
Proof. For r s 0 the theorem reduces to Theorem 4.1, so we may
suppose that r / 0.
< <If f is an r-convex function, then by definition we have for t F 1 that
1 q t 1 y t
f x q ¨ q x y ¨ .  . /2 2
1rr1 q t 1 y t
r rF f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ , .  .
2 2
that is,
f x q t¨ F h t , .  .
say, and so
H1 f x q ¨t p t dt H1 h t p t dt .  .  .  .y1 y1F . 4.10 .1 1H p t dt H p t dt .  .y1 y1
w xNow h is convex on y1, 1 for r F 1 and concave for r G 1. So for r F 1
we have by Lemma 2.1 that
H1 h t p t dt f x q ¨ q f x y ¨ .  .  .  .y1
M f x q ¨ , f x y ¨ F F , .  . .r 1 2H p t dt .y1
4.11 .
while for r G 1 we have the reverse inequality.
 .  .  .Therefore 4.10 gives for r F 1 that 4.8 holds and for r G 1 that 4.9
holds.
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Now, let f be an r-concave function. Then for r / 0, the inequality
 .  .4.10 is reversed. So using 4.11 , we have for r F 1 the reverse inequality
 .  .to 4.9 and for r G 1 the reverse inequality in 4.8 , and we are done.
 .Remark 4.3. Inequality 4.8 can be obtained from the fact that an
r-convex function is convex for r F 1. Similarly an r-concave function is
concave for r G 1.
Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.3 may be generalized in the same way as we
generalized Theorem 4.1 to Theorem 4.2.
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